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ABSTRACT. Of perennial interest in systemic therapy is the way meanings are created and

maintained by social interaction. Psychodramatic role theory has a similar focus. Likewise,

family therapy's more recent focus on narrative or story finds strong resonance in psychodrama,

where narrative and story form the texture and the text of action methods. Role theory and

narrative therapy are used as bases from which to explore ways in which family therapy ideas

can influence action-methods practice and, conversely, the part action methods can play in

family therapy.

"What's in a name?" becomes a theme, as the author investigates ways of doing therapy that are

neither psychodrama as such nor family therapy as such. A Batesonian "news of dif-ference"

framework is adopted as the principal theory for how people can change.

LIKE MOST PEOPLE in their first 5 years with the method, I was entranced with psychodrama

as a brilliant illustrator of the human condition and as a source of profound aesthetic experience.

I loved its epic qualities, its richness, its ability to show people value and intentionality in their

lives. It made sense of confusing experiences and provided epiphany and poetry in my life.

Within a drama, people could become, at least momentarily, the individuals they dreamed of

being, transcending their mortality by contacting it more deeply.

At that time, however, I was already seeing families in my practice and was attracted by

the intellectual vigor and social responsiveness of the fam-ily-therapy tradition. It seemed

impossible to reconcile family-therapy theory with psychodrama. That seemed a pity. Originally



Moreno himself had not favored an analysis backward toward past trauma but thought that help

would come through spontaneity training based on the analysis of the pre-sent. Ironically

enough, his systemic emphasis on present interactions maintaining the problem has been all but

lost, and psychodrama has indeed become oriented toward past trauma (Hare, 1986). This

vertical approach became, in its own lifetime, "classical" (Fox, 1987) and dominated the way in

which psychodramatists were trained. No matter what type of presenting problem protagonists

brought to the group, the second scene would have them depicting a younger time in their lives,

and the third would be set back even further in time, an encounter in early childhood. Needless to

say, this format was hard to apply in a family group in which adults and children were together.

Some other difficulties impeded reconciliation. First, psychodrama was a group method,

almost universally practiced with a number of relative strangers rather than with the intimate

group of a family. It seemed to work best when key people in the protagonist's social atom were

absent—an incompatible demand if one is working with families. Second, parents in

psychodramas were routinely depicted as villains, enemies of the by-now-adult protagonist's

spontaneity-creativity. Third, the possibilities of role theory did not seem to be exploited, and

when they were, the distinction between psychodrama and systemic therapy tended to diminish

sharply, with psychodrama ceasing to be "individual therapy." Fourth, "causality" within the

fantasy of the individual protagonist was often accepted as linear and obvious rather than circular

and subtle.

Despite the above reservations, I found no insuperable reason why a family therapy based

in action methods and a psychodrama based on systems theory could not be put together

(Williams, 1989, 1991, 1994, 1995), especially through the common base of role theory and

sociometry. An even deeper link existed, that of spontaneity itself as the solution to many



problems of human living. The solution in psychodrama is usually a more spontaneous way of

being with other persons, just as it is in family therapy.

In this article, my concern is how one might bring psychodramatic methods into one's

work with families and how certain ideas that have their base in family therapy can inform

psychodramatic practice with individuals and groups. I make no attempt to "report on the field"

in Europe, the United States, or the Pacific Rim, nor do I endeavor to present a "grand

synthesis." What follows is idiosyncratic and biased, my personal view—an "underview" of the

field, not an overview.

Theoretical Assumptions

What’s in a Name?

If the idea of family therapy seems strange to some people, so does that of individual

therapy to others. Yet one might construe individual therapy as just one way to intervene in a set

of relationships, a way of working with one person in a social atom when for some reason the

others cannot turn up. In the following case studies, all clients' names have been changed.

Therapists' names begin with T, mothers’ with M, daughters’ with D, and sons’ with S. Husbands

are usually H, and fathers are F.

MARIE’S POISON

Marie has three children, twins aged 18 and a son of 14, all of whom are living at home.

Marie herself came from a family of four. Her first memory of her mother was of her making

Marie give her favorite toy dog to her brother, because her brother "needed it more." Although

not close to her mother, she was, however, very close to her father who died when she was 17.



She says that her father was the only person she had ever felt loved her. Shortly after her father's

death, she married Frank, because she was "desperate to get out of the house." At the time of her

seeing the therapist, this marriage had been over for 5 years. She felt "crazy" during the last years

of her marriage, thinking that her husband was having an affair. That was found to be correct,

and he left the marriage at age 45 for a woman 27 years his junior. When she was 9, Marie was

digitally abused for one year by a family "friend." When she was 13, her brother took up that

practice and blackmailed her with threats if she told. Her history of self-harming had begun when

she was very little, when she would bang her head hard against a wall. At the time of therapy, she

had burned her body with an iron, causing huge blisters on her arm. Marie, who has been

diagnosed as having a severe borderline personality disorder, sees both a psychiatrist twice a

month for medication and support and the family therapist, Tania (reported here).

At the sixth session, Marie gave Tania 100 tablets that she had been saving for her

suicide. The seventh session was characterized by long silences. Eventually, Marie told Tania

that she had been having erotic thoughts about a woman and that she was worried. Tania

"normalized" those thoughts, and Marie seemed very relieved. At the ninth session, she informed

Tania that she had decided to kill herself and the three children and that she had already bought

the poison. Tania asked why she had not already poisoned herself and them. Marie said that she

would not be poisoning the children that night because she was sitting for an exam the next day,

and passing it was her only way of proving her worth. However, she could not guarantee the

safety of herself or her children in the future.

In empty chair work, Marie acknowledged those parts of herself that sought her

destruction and those parts that wanted to get on with life. Although she liked and claimed to

profit from the action work, she would sometimes become extremely distressed. Marie had



stress-induced epileptic fits when talking or action became more than she could bear. Of course,

at that stage Tania backed off. At Tania's request, Marie invited her children to come to sessions.

They refused, and she felt devalued and furious. At the time of threats to the children's safety, the

therapist persuaded Marie's former partner to come into the house to look after the children and

suggested that Marie live elsewhere for some time "until you're in a good space to sort this stuff

out.” To all this, Marie agreed.

Family therapy can appear as an intellectual monolith, especially as it formidably

presented itself to the world in the 1980s when screens, teams, and system-talk were at their

height. Family therapy challenged established linear and intrapsychic views with its own

systemic orientation. Its epistemology resided in the heady conceptual realms of linguistics,

biology, and mathemat-ics, from which it spawned a dazzling array of innovations in ways of

working with families.

Family therapy nowadays is certainly no monolith and, in fact, has many brands:

structural, strategic, systemic, narrative, feminist, postmodern, solution focused, and so on. The

metaphor of the family as a system is gradually being subsumed by a metaphor that construes

families as interpretative communities or storying cultures (Paré, 1995). As Crawley (1993)

pointed out, however, the surname is therapy, and the first name is family. First names connect

people to those to whom they are close—relatives, friends, colleagues - but surnames are much

more basic to identity in society; they signify a kinship group, those to whom one belongs. If one

is labeled a marital therapist or a family therapist or a narrative therapist or even a

psychodramatic thera-pist, one might have a quibble or two but if one is denied the identity of

ther-apist, then one has reason to be aggrieved. What's in a name, then? Therapy is essentially



about persons, and family therapy focuses more overtly on the collective of persons than does

individual therapy.

MANDY'S MOTHER

Mandy is a 35-year-old unemployed mother of two teenagers, who acrimoniously

separated from her husband 3 years previously. She attends a group for mothers and their

daughters with whom they are having difficulty. Using an auxiliary from the group, she portrays

a typical interaction with Debbie, her 16-year-old daughter. Tom, the director of the group, then

asks her to illustrate a conversation with her own mother when she herself was 16 or so. This she

does; her mother is a fiery, irascible woman, capable of rapid and unpredictable changes of

mood. No obvious catharsis as such is evident. The director helps Mandy compare herself with

her daughter, her daughter with her, herself with her mother, and her mother with her.

That Mandy dates the improvement in her relationship with Debbie to her brief

psychodramatic interlude is not the point here. Mandy and Marie's relevance to the present

discussion concerns how their therapists operated. Marie's therapist, Tania, is a family therapist

who prefers to see whole families when She can. She would describe herself as "a family

therapist who has trained in psychodrama and who occasionally uses action methods as

adjunctive tech-niques." Yet Tania cannot see the whole family in therapy, and her direct family

work is limited to direct interventions with Marie's former partner.

Mandy's therapist, Tom, would describe himself as "a psychodramatic practitioner who has had

some exposure to family therapy." Tom almost invariably works in a group setting. The group

setting here, however, is for mothers and the daughters with whom they are having difficulty. Is

Tania's individual work with Marie or Tom's group work with Mandy Batesonian-based



psychodrama, standard action methods, family-focused individual therapy, individual therapy

with family support, or even "straight" family therapy?

Vignettes in this article highlight some of the connections between psychodrama and

family therapy, and some ways wherein each can inform the other at the practice level are

suggested. Psychodrama is used interchangeably with action methods. Action methods, an

umbrella term, refer to processes that dramatize narrative by means of dialogue, objects, and the

use of space. They concretely depict events, problems, other people, parts of the self, forces, or

thoughts. All psychodramas use action methods, but not all action methods are psychodramas.

Role Theory and Systemic Approaches

One's own sense of oneself as an "I" makes it easy to believe in an inner, irreducible core

of human experience. Role theory, however, suggests that one gives up such a structural view in

favor of the notion that roles, and thus the self, are continuously being created in interactions.

The self-ness of a person is understood recursively as an impermanent construction that changes

with context and relationship. A recursive analysis, like a role analysis, is one in which a

particular issue is understood in the context of the relationships that have made that issue

possible. Recursive thinking is difficult because of the complexity of relationship patterns within

systems; it is rich, however, on account of those very factors.

Contemporary systemic therapy attends to the way meanings are created and maintained

by social interaction. Meaning is construed as lying between people rather than "in" people. This

seems very close to role theory. The notion of roles being created in interaction challenges the

assumption that the skin is the most meaningful boundary. Role theory suggests that individuals

actively create their experience, even experience that they do not like.



How one makes sense of an experience, including even "who I am," is a collaborative

effort between oneself and others. Identity is interactive, a story one tells oneself and gets told.

"I" cannot be "me" without "you." Is not this the essence of role analysis? After all, the idea that

people change markedly in different contexts is not such a radical one. For example, Hank acts

like a pleading, helpless child when he is at home with his partner, but he behaves as a kind,

firm, and wise figure when he is working as a psychiatric nurse.

Similarly, Wendy makes all the decisions in the house that she shares with Hank, but she is

underconfident at work and gets passed over for promotion.

In each of these examples, Hank and Wendy are almost constituted by interaction and

context— by what they tell themselves about themselves, by whom they interact with, and by

what others say to and about them. Popular expres-sions, such as "She was a different person

when she came back from holiday" or "He's a different man with his children," also express the

idea that reality is constructed primarily through context and interaction. Again, role theory,

family therapy, and social constructionism seem to be near neighbors, sharing a theory cocktail

of personal, social, and cultural ingredients. All assume that even our emotions, although

intensely experienced as personal, are part of an interactional process. They are understood by

the meanings that other people create, from the culture, and even the physical landscape: the

Swedish different from the Spanish, mountain dwellers different from seafarers. One's iden-tity,

one's very self-ness, is a multiauthored narrative. Experience is a "text," conjointly authored in

community.

Narrative and Story



The word narrative opens doors to other useful rooms. Stories or narratives help people

order their thoughts and keep them sane by filtering out most experience as irrelevant. People

attend only to those parts that they think are useful or that make sense. Stories not only filter but

also provide frames for lived experience that would otherwise be unintelligible.

Story involves the idea of time. By means of story, people not only interpret the present but

reconstruct the past and predict the future. This notion should suit psychodramatists well,

because as Farmer (1995, p. 95) remarked, psychodrama is an instrument for playing with time.

A story is not so much a tale as an interpretative device telling people what is happening now,

what they used to be like, and how they will become. Again, psychodrama can comfortably share

with this theory. Chasin, Roth, and Bograd (1989) wrote in a lead article in Family Process of

psychodrama's powers within systemic therapy to dramatize ideal futures and reformed pasts.

Boundaries of time and place are defined and redefined, allowing events to be arranged and

rearranged according to the meanings given to them by the protagonist, direc-tor, and group

members. Two hours of psychodramatic action can cover a period of 30 years. Meanings can be

given historical context. Within the safe holding of a psychodrama, protagonists can see their

forgotten pasts, vividly feel the agonizing dilemmas pertaining to those times, recognize in the

company of the group and the director how those pasts fit with their present con-cerns, and

express what they had hitherto been unable to utter.

Stories that keep repeating are known as dominant narratives, a term commonly used

pejoratively, that means persistent narratives that constrain people's actions and options. For

example, when Hank says to himself "I am a worthless person" or when Wendy says to herself

"Men are babies," each is offering a description that cuts off certain other descriptions. These

negative descriptions may cause them to blanket parts of their lived experience as irrelevant and



to select only certain events as belonging to "the truth about me." Narrative structures, therefore,

are not about data; rather, they establish what is to count as data (Schafer, 1980). Any events that

may contradict Hank's assumed worthlessness or Wendy's ideas about men's infantilism are not

even seen. It is as if they did not exist. A compliment is brushed off as "not about me"; a

competent action is interpreted as "a flash in the pan." Only those aspects of experience that

relate to failure or dependency are selected for attention.

Language and significant images structure life. This is handy because psychodrama

works with language and significant images. One might say that the very basis of psychodrama is

story or narrative, powerfully told. Psychodra-matic enactments provide people with an

opportunity to become more active in the authorship of their own lives and provides them with a

sense of place in the world and with a feeling of connection to it and to other people. The art of

any therapy— psychodramatic, family therapy, or whatever—is that of assisting people to

change dysfunctional dominant narratives and the unhelpful interactions that spring from them.

The narrative basis of psychodrama in itself helps people articulate their story. The following

sections contain some suggestions about how they might change that story.

The Perception of Difference. How can one be different if one only knows how to be the

same? One would think that something so evanescent and so dependent on context as a "story"

would be simple to change. Few therapists, however, would say that changing clients' stories is

simple. The psychodra-matic family therapy that I practice is based on a simple theory: People

can change when they perceive a difference that is relevant to them. In family ther-apy, this is

called "news of difference" or "a difference that makes a differ-ence" or even



"information." The theory is based on the work of Bateson (1979), who suggested that people

change as a response to information, which always comes in the guise of difference.

Marie, do you think your mother was more dependent on you, or were you more

dependent on your mother?

If you had not been harming yourself, who would you have been harming?

Differences that matter most to people are those between persons (their ideas, thoughts, feelings,

attitudes, habits, power, gender, how much each is loved by a third, and so on) or differences

within the same person at one time versus another time or in one environment versus another.

Where such differences make a difference, they are called information.

Could you tell me any other steps you have taken so far that do not add up to this view of you as

being stupid and crazy?

Marie, what sort of expectations were born in your life when you were born?

Did all those expectations suit you equally well as a person or did some suit you

less well?

In the above questions, the therapist encourages Marie to appreciate the history of her struggle

against her dominant narrative, that she was "crazy and stupid." The therapist begins to challenge

specifications for personhood and the ways that Marie should relate to others. Marie's dominant

story, although apparently a seamless garment is, when viewed up close, actually made of

patches. The inconsistencies and contradictions, once noticed, allow the entry of a new story that

brings out different aspects of Marie's lived experience.

The old story, which had seemed to be true, slowly loses its explanatory power and

credibility. It is the once-familiar (e.g., "I am an incompetent adult") that now no longer makes



sense. Its basis is eroded as new situations, which cannot be accounted for if the old story is to

hold up, are brought to mind by the therapist. In constructing a new story with the client, one

does not have to resort to jollying along. The new story was potentially ready to be told, but it

had not been noteworthy and, therefore, had not been told. Therapists help clients to notice the

unnoticed and to tell the untold according to preferred developments.

When there has been a small step in a new direction, a therapist can question both the

recent history and the more remote history of the alternative nar-rative. In Marie's story, she was

delaying the suicide-murder until after her high school examinations, which she was taking as an

adult. To Marie, the fact of her taking these examinations is not a story of courage and triumph.

Indeed, it is not storied, not newsworthy. Far less newsworthy is her delay of the sui-cide-murder

part of her dominant narrative, which says only that she is crazy and stupid. The therapist asks

about changes in her belief system about herself and then asks her to give the history of those

changes:

How did you get yourself ready to take this step into further education for yourself?

Just prior to taking this step, did you nearly turn back? If so, how did you stop yourself

from doing so?

Looking back from this vantage point, what did you notice yourself thinking or doing that

might have contributed to becoming an educated woman?

Could you give me some background on this? What were the circumstances?

Who was there? What were you thinking? What did you tell yourself that sustained you?

Then the therapist directs her to "show us this in a scene."

These questions and the enactments that follow are designed to increase multiple

descriptions of Marie's beliefs and values. She temporarily becomes the observer of her own life,



noting especially the unstoried elements. Marie had never thought like this about herself. She has

no story with herself being confident enough in her abilities to undertake further study. She

begins to favor aspects of her experience that contradict the handed-down versions of herself.

Problem Development

Working with Marie in this way, Tania creates a denser history for Marie's alternative

narrative. Very slowly, Marie begins to craft a believable story of herself as a competent adult, a

person with educational ambitions, a person whose developmental goals would be interrupted, to

say the least, if she killed herself and her children. Although they may take considerable pains to

create a history of the alternative narrative, therapists working in this mode spend less time on

the search for causes of clients' problems. To do so, in their view, would be to expand the

dominant narrative, the very narrative they are attempting to deconstruct. Therapists like Tania

are well read in psychologi-cal, including psychoanalytic literature, which they respect. They are

indeed interested in "the past" but focus on particular elements of the past that may serve to

deconstruct debilitating stories and to begin charting the history of rehabilitating stories. They do

not have set theories about why things go wrong for people. As far as they know, some small

event or interpretation may have given rise to the problem-saturated narrative that has gathered

its own momentum and become "true" by repeated tellings. Perhaps one of the more standard

psychological interpretations may be correct, but which one-the Freudian one? the Kleinian one?

the Jungian one?

The original conditions of anyone's narrative likely have been lost.

Whether the source is known or unknown, however, the dominant narrative continues and grows

larger and stronger with time. It is often reinforced by the client's deciding that what he or she



"decided to do about the original difficulty was the only right and logical thing to do" (de Shazer,

1985, p. 25). In other words, therapists working in this mode seldom attempt to "get to the

bottom of things" in terms of the development of the problem. They focus instead on the

development of the solution. They do not believe that they are "scientists," who can see beneath

the appearance of things and the surface of the mind.

The Renegotiation of Identity: The Witness

The therapist and Marie have co-created an alternative narrative in the present and

together have seen something of its history. When clients begin to create their alternative

narratives, they are encouraged to identify and recruit an audience to these preferred

developments in their lives. When a therapist starts to chart the course of the alternative

narrative, it pays to ask who in the protagonist's early social atom first noticed any signs of

difference from the dominant narrative. For example, the reader may recall that Marie's story

included her being "loveless" since the death of her father. It comes to light, however, that certain

actions she has taken, including raising her family to the best of her ability, contradict that

forlorn account. Again, the apparently seamless garment (the dominant narrative), when viewed

closely, is shown to be made up of threads and patches. Lovelessness is interwoven with threads

of loving self, loving others, and being loved. Those threads are at first too fine for Marie to see.

The therapist asks Marie to focus on them, to use a magnifying glass, if necessary.

Do you remember when this feeling that you were not totally alone in the world after

your father's death first occurred?

What was the inner feeling of liking yourself?



Did you approve of approving of yourself or did you think approving of yourself was a

betrayal of what you had been taught to think about yourself?

Did you look any different in that time when you first realized that you were not totally

loveless?

Did it show on your face, or in how you stood, or by the way you walked?

Did you do anything different in those early days when you first caught a glimpse that

you may be able to like yourself?

Any of these questions can be put to action in a miniscene. The action can be as simple as asking

the person to walk as he or she did then, to hold her head as she held it, to show on his face what

he was feeling then.

Then "The Witness" can be introduced. This is a person who actually observed the client

feeling differently about himself or herself. It also could be someone who knew that the client

had this ability and was convinced that he or she would one day triumph. For Marie, of course,

that person would be her father. The witness figures may be significant because they too had

challenged accepted ways of living, and like the client, had also entered some uncharted territory

of being their own person. A witness can even be someone who did not actually observe the

alternative narrative in the client but lived out that alternative narrative-an aunt who did exactly

as she pleased, even though everyone thought that she was eccentric.

Was there anyone else in your extended family who had not succumbed to worthlessness

and despair and who lived in a spirited fashion?

Would that person have seen something on the outside, or was your feeling about sire as

not giving in to worthlessness something private, tucked away deep inside?



If it were tucked away, what would the witness have said had he or she known it was

there? What would you have said back to the witness?

Now show such a scene between you and the witness.

Ideally, action work with the witness is suited to groups and can make a useful

postpsychodrama intervention. Protagonists can review their life through the witness's eyes and

draw conclusions about their intentions for their life, intentions that this witness could have

appreciated. The enactment could be an interview-in-role of the other person and his or her views

on the protagonist. What did the witness think the protagonist's intentions for life were? Did he

or she think the protagonist was having a close shave with worthlessness? Protagonists can be

taken to the mirror position, and the action sequence can broaden out into their philosophy of

life.

In reviewing these events that took place back then, what do they tell you about what you

really believed was important in your life, even though you were tempted to succumb to

X (the externalized difficulty)?

Are you becoming aware of any other developments in your life that reflect this belief

about what is important to you?

At this point, an action sequence can take place in the future.

Just think about your next steps. Imagine now that what we understand to be important to

you is going to feature more strongly in your life. How will this affect your actions? How

will it affect your view of yourself if you were to step more fully into this picture of who

you are?

Set it up and step into that future now. Who is there?



Through these techniques, clients begin to see their lives as being lived according to the new

story, rather than the old one.

Therapeutic Process: Using Action to Create Alternative Narratives

Action methods give people the sense that they are in touch with the profound sources of

their being and that they are authentically directing their own lives. They increase people's

identification with personal meaning, subjectiv-ity, and authenticity. An extended psychodrama

or a modest vignette is equally capable of kicking off the client's alternative narrative and

keeping it going until it finds its own momentum.

The function of therapy is not merely emotional relief but the learning of new roles.

Action methods can help such learning, illustrating relationships in a way that carries powerful

emotional and sensory impact. At the height of action, protagonists are in a state of shock; their

accustomed responses to a situation are diminished; new, more primary responses take their

place. Action is useful systemically because it dramatizes role and role perceptions. Members

observe what each does, how it is perceived, and how the roles are rein-forced. The interaction of

roles becomes clearer. It becomes evident that someone cannot be helpless unless someone else

is prepared to be helpful. Personal meaning becomes more obviously interpersonal.

Verbal interventions based on difference and news of difference can have powerful

effects on a family. When the interventions are performed, however, entirely new meanings come

to light. Action methods are ahead of the field in their ability to represent difference. By

physically moving over a map of meaning (in reality, a carpet in the therapist's office), the swing

of the senses induces a swing in the mind. The therapy room itself becomes a matrix of belief.

Members take a position in interpersonal space that represents their position in inner space. They



compare their opinions and values with the opinions, values, and choices of their intimates.

Bodies and consciousness swing together.

Diedre is a 13-year-old girl who is referred to therapy by her mother, Marion, because she

is "unhappy." Diedre, apparently, does not want to do anything with friends, spends a lot

of time on her own, and is sad about leaving her home state.

She is also getting very thin, although she could not yet be classed anorexic. Marion is in

a long-term lesbian relationship with Penny, who absolutely refuses to come to therapy.

Marion and Diedre are seen together for six sessions. When Marion and Diedre's father

broke up 6 years previously, Diedre went to live with her father, a policeman. That was

thought to be the more proper course of action because Marion was pronounced "unfit"

after she announced her intention of having a sexual partnership with Penny. After Diedre

and her father were in a serious car accident, in which the father was killed, Diedre

arrived back with mother. She and her mother have a good relationship. Marion is the

breadwinner of the family, and Penny stays home.

We will focus on the fourth of the six sessions, the only one involving action methods.

Diedre displays little interest in the accident with her father but says that she is mostly

unhappy at home and that she does not think that Penny likes her. The therapist notices

that although Diedre gives the appearance of sadness, she has become animated when

speaking. Diedre describes an incident in the kitchen between herself and Penny. The

therapist gets her to set the scene, which Diedre readily does. The focus is on a cask of

wine on top of the refrigerator, to which Penny makes frequent excursions. Diedre says



something to Penny, and Penny responds in a manner that indicates that she does not like

Diedre. During this event, Marion arrives home. The triangle is established.

Diedre is placed in the mirror position, and the therapist and Marion act as Penny and

Diedre. Then the therapist acts as Penny, and Marion acts as herself. After each of these

enactments, Diedre is asked what she notices, and whether she has any ideas for how

things could be better. The mother models how Diedre might deal with the situation, and

so does the therapist. Diedre steps back into the scene and acts the solution she most

prefers.

Diedre and Marion were seen only once more after that session because Diedre's

improvement had been so rapid. She wrote two letters to the therapist after the final visit,

saying how well things were going. The therapist replied to each of the letters,

responding to the responses she had made.

Most of the above is standard psychodramatic fare, according to Kipper (1986) for descriptions

of role play and Moreno (1965) for mirror and other techniques. The therapist's dealings with

Diedre and her mother are not presented here as psychodramatic rocket science. The vignette is

included to suggest the modest nature of the action that is appropriate in family contexts and the

far-reaching effects that such action can have. Readers may wonder why the therapist did not

bring out more of the grieving for the deceased father or the traumatic effect that the accident

must have had on Diedre, or whether Diedre's isolation at school was shyness on account of her

mother's relationship with another woman. Indeed, the therapist would have followed up on

those or any other issues, had there been leverage. Those concerns were simply not evident in the



warm-up. Diedre accepted her mother's lesbian relationship as such, but she did claim she was

not getting along with Penny. She seemed uninterested in pursuing the events of the accident a

year earlier, and, although she had loved her dad, she was not keen on talking about him or "to"

him through an empty chair. Her major concern was that she thought Penny did not like her.

These reflections led to the notion of solution-focused therapy.

Solution Focus

According to narrative theory, there is no fixed meaning in the past, even in a past of

failure; there is no fixed meaning for the future, either. Most narrative therapists tend to adopt a

solution focus with their clients. They prefer not to focus on the history of failure but to direct

their work toward charting the history of success. Very powerful dramas can be created, based

solely on the solution to the drama itself. At the contracting stage of a drama, a solution-focused

director might start like this:

What attempts have you made to solve your problem? How did they go? Have you ever

tried therapy before? With whom? How did it work out? What helped?

What wasn't so helpful?

The director may then ask a form of the miracle question (de Shazer, 1988).

I'd like you to travel three months into the future. Go there now in your mind.

The problems you faced in that drama three months ago are not here any more.

Your life is going well. What's happening? Who's around? How are you interacting with

them?



Protagonists may have initial difficulty with those questions, perhaps because they have never

really thought about how their lives would be if the problem were resolved. They limit their

thinking to what is troubling to them and how intractable their problems seem to be.

Directors can also establish the difference in the amount of problem resolution that clients

would consider satisfactory. They first need to know where the clients are now in relation to the

problem. Visual or physical analogues, the stock-in-trade of psychodramatists, are once again

invaluable, Suppose clients agree that the problem has them "60% in its grip." The therapist can

then ask what percentage of resolution the client would consider satisfactory, reminding the

client that 100% is rarely achieved in therapy or anywhere else.

Sometimes one can bargain about small differences as though one were in a bazaar, haggling

over a few percentage points.

The enactment of solutions temporarily interrupts the problem-saturated narrative and is

shocking and exciting at the same time. Clinging tenaciously to their story, as most people do,

clients find it difficult to imagine alternative ways of being. When people are in difficulty, they

think of the future in terms of its problems rather than what they want from it. A fleshed-out

description of the desired future also helps the therapist keep on track and keeps the therapeutic

work from missing the point.

Many clients, moreover, are caught by the belief that for a problem to be resolved, it is

essential to have an explanation for it. Such "explanations," how-ever, are in themselves only

stories: the Jung story, the Freudian story, the Kleinian story, the Morenean story. The search for

an explanation for why one is experiencing difficulties can limit the fecundity of clients who

miss solutions because they look like mere nothings. In a solution-focused framework, it helps to



remain curious about the possible connectedness of events that include the problem, rather than

needing to know the precise origins of the problem.

Explicit Focus on Difference

In a framework for therapy, Bateson suggests that people are able to change when they

recognize difference. Therapeutic effort, therefore, is directed at bringing relevant differences to

clients' minds. Much of psychodrama accomplishes that automatically, of course, but it may be

more uncommon to produce difference deliberately, as part of a therapeutic strategy.

Working within a Batesonian framework, therapists look for distinctions and differences

that might trigger spontaneity. For example, Sarah, a 16-year-old in the family, is seeing a

therapist because she is anorexic.

Sarah, do you think your mother sees anorexia (indicates the chair) more as a gesture of

your power or more as a sick compulsion?

(A mild action spin can be given to this and similar questions about other family members'

opinions on the matter by representing "anorexia nervosa" by a chair or a cushion. Two anchors

in the room can also be set up, one representing Sarah's power, and one representing "a sick

compulsion." Sarah can then be asked to place her mother somewhere along the continuum.)

Is Sarah more eager to please her dad now, or was she more eager 2 years ago when she

was eating normally?

(If one wishes, a similar continuum of now-2 years ago, with "pleasing dad" as the criterion, can

be established.)



Who most believes that anorexia nervosa will continue to run Sarah's life? Who in the

family least believes that? Do you think anorexia nervosa is stronger than Sarah's

strength?

Such questions can help to clarify the family's stories about the problem and how it affects other

people. The family identifies their domain, and members define themselves as they are but along

the dimensions supplied by the thera-pist. This combination of contributions assists them to

discover possibilities that have not occurred to them before.

Not every member needs necessarily to take an active part in these processes of

distinction. Seeing and hearing the responses that the others give, the observers can obtain

information from their own private responses to the questions and note the differences between

their private responses and those of other members.

Scaling

Scaling is highly suited to action methods. Psychodramatists are able not only to ask

about differences but also to have them enacted. They can make space represent time or intensity

or division of opinion. They can illuminate simple differences by means of space or distance.

How bad is your depression today? Walk this line that represents where you are now ...

where were you 2 weeks ago? Show the amount you have been most hassled by your

children compared with the amount you are now hassled by them.

Differences can take more complex and circular forms (Williams, 1988). Brad, an at-risk

adolescent, can physically arrange the other members of his family on a continuum, the criterion

for which is how upset they would be if he committed suicide. The reactions of other family

members to the possibility of the suicide can be shown by positioning them in specific spots.



Stand at this side if you believe that his attempts to kill himself are because he is angry at

someone, and stand to that side if you believe it is because he is depressed. Stand over

here if you think it is something else that makes Brad attempt to kill himself.

The therapist introduces new connections in thought and action by placing together previously

unconnected bits of information. When one uses action sociometry with a family, the family

"walks the talk" That expression has become a cliché in management literature, but there it is a

metaphor. In action methods, clients actually do walk the talk by literally putting themselves on

the line.

Emphasis on Interacting Narratives

Systemic therapy, like psychodrama and sociometry, focuses on relation-ships, the

systems and space between people, rather than on the meaning those relationships have for

people.

Dad, do you think Susan would fall apart if Sarah gained weight?

Susan, what do you think would happen to your parents' relationship if anorexia no

longer had hold of Sarah?

If anorexia nervosa no longer dominated Sarah's thinking, do you think Mary (Mother)

would become preoccupied with another problem? If so, what do you think it might be?

Answers to the foregoing questions record relationships and provide temporary maps of

emotional meanings in perpetual motion. When father, mother, Susan, and Sarah are provided

with the opportunity to recognize their actual and possible connections, they can change. The

release of information is of a circular nature that matches the circular nature of causality in a



group of peo-ple. A third person is asked about the relationship of two or more other people

around a particular event; in this case, Susan is asked about the effects Sarah's conquest of

anorexia would have on the parents' relationship. For the most part, family members answer

verbally, but they can also answer by physically moving across the room and taking up particular

positions— circularity in action. The release of information into the family makes solutions or

proposals for betterment unnecessary. The solutions become obvious, activated when there is

room to move.

The core of the dramatic method is irreducibly social; as it unfolds, it creates a

community to share in the performance of the various lives. The acted-out story brings people

into intense social contact, even though that contact may sometimes be raw. Nevertheless, in all

their frailty and glory, members strive to be present to each other, finding heart in the heart of

darkness.

Social Atom

Social atoms are maps of social relationships as they stand at the moment, readouts of the

flow of feeling to and fro. Depiction of individual social atoms emphasizing the family members

actually present is an often-practiced use of action methods in family therapy. Carvalho and Brito

(1995) advocated the form of a family photograph in which the family sculpturally positions

itself as if for a snapshot, after which one member emerges from the sculpture to view it from the

outside. The resulting balance or imbalance in the sculpture is commented on by both the

therapist and the family members.

Physical methods, however, are underexploited in mainstream family ther-apy. With the

exception of the late Virginia Satir in the United States and Bert Hellinger in Germany, few



high-profile family therapists seem to be aware of the possibility of using space to translate

systems theory into physical form.

Yet as action methods practitioners know, allowing spatial metaphors to stand for human

relationships is highly effective as an intervention. Blatner (1995) observed that Satir's family

sculpting is nearly identical to action sociometry.

Guldner (1982) has recommended action methods in family therapy, especially if the

identified patient is an adolescent. He claimed that adolescents are

"less comfortable with verbal communication than they are with activity" (1990, p. 143). He

asked each family member to sculpt how he or she saw the difficulties in the family and then to

sculpt how each would like the family to be if it could be changed to meet individual and family

needs. Guldner has also used an action genogram. First, a standard genogram, which is a family

map extending back at least to the grandparents, is recorded on a large flip chart. Then the

processing of relationships and triangles is portrayed in action, with the use of empty chairs to

represent extended generations or other significant members who are not present. Issues

introduced at subsequent sessions are role played or put in the form of psychodramas. Farmer

(1995) provided an exposition of the complexities of psychodrama, family therapy, and systems

theory within a psychiatric setting. Remer (1986, 1990) has published articles on the direct use of

psychodrama with families and on the application of psychodrama in teaching marital and family

therapy.

Family therapists' interest lies in the world of difference or distinction.

Such an interest leads inevitably to curiosity about change over time. Therapists might ask the

family to construct presentations, depicting its social atom at the moment, for last year, and for

the period "before these problems began." The members can use chairs or cushions to represent



other persons that are important now but were not significant 2 years ago. Thus they have

concretized one description and then followed it up with a second, forming a double

description-us now and us then. Family members can comment on the two portrayals and the

differences between them. They can step into any role from either period and speak from one

time to another. They can address issues, such as what people are new, which ones have changed

places, what is the shape of each atom, and why they are different.

If there were a single event, such as a marriage, a betrayal, an illness, a birth, or a death

that was pivotal in the changed shape of the social atom, that event could then be acted out in a

vignette. The family can be asked to project to a year in the future, imagining that the members

have made the changes that they have come into therapy to make. They then set up a family

sculpture or social atom in the way it will have rearranged itself when the members have made

those changes.

In the following case report, the therapist herself made changes in the form of the social

atom that the protagonist had set up.

Forty-five-year-old Peter has never married and never had children. He complains of his

state and tells the director, Trish, and the group that he wants to work on why he could

never choose a mate and why he never had children. Peter describes himself as being the

youngest of four children. Trish asks Peter to set out himself and his family of origin. She

does not specify a time in Peter's life for him to do this, and he does not ask her. He

seems to know exactly what he has to do.

Using members of the group as auxiliaries, Peter arranges his alcoholic father, his mother,

his two brothers, and his sister. He also chooses an auxiliary to represent himself and



places that person in the family sculpture. While he is selecting group members to depict

various people in his family, he tells the director that he has just remembered that his

mother had a favorite brother, also called Peter, who died shortly after she married. He

then remembers being told that his mother had a first child, who died soon after

childbirth. That boy may also have been called Peter—he is not sure. The director

instructs Peter to choose auxiliaries for the uncle and the dead elder brother and to place

them in the sculpture. He does so. He is asked to choose an auxiliary to represent himself,

place that person somewhere in the sculpture, and to sit down in the audience and watch.

Trish then briefly interviews each member of the family but instead of focusing on

biography, concentrates exclusively on the feelings that are coming to the person as they

stand in that spot. Neither dialogue, role reversal, maximization nor interaction among

auxiliaries is encouraged; only the director and the nominated auxiliary do the talking.

The atmosphere is quiet but very intense.

Trish herself moves various family members, paying special attention to strengthening

and separating the parental subsystem from that of the children. She installs the deceased

firstborn as the eldest child and places the deceased uncle next to Peter's mother. After

any shift in position, she repeatedly asks the auxiliaries how they feel in their new spots.

They are encouraged to report only the most primitive data that they feel cold or that they

do not know what they are doing or that they feel sad, isolated or in contact, or joyous.

When most members are happy with where they are standing, Trish asks Peter to take his

own place in the sculpture and talk about his experience in that position.



This highly interventionist work, modeled on that of Hellinger (1996), appears to combine

structural family therapy (e.g., Minuchin, 1974), trans-generational family therapy (e.g.,

Boszormenyi-Nagy, 1973), psychodrama, and other therapeutic and philosophical elements. Part

of the approach suggests that matters on the parental level should be kept separate from matters

on the child level. In Peter's case, the mother's grief over the loss of her brother and firstborn son

is hers, although it affects Peter all his life.

From her position in the new family formation, one that has been sculpted by the director,

the mother speaks. This is the first piece of dialogue. The mother is coached to tell Peter

that she will look after her own grief about her brother and her son and that he is free, no

longer charged with caring for her in her loss. Peter weeps.

The following week he informs the group that he now feels that he is free to choose a

mate and that he will not disappoint his mother (who is now dead) if he claims someone.

He feels he no longer has to "make up to someone for some-thing."

Following up on Change

Family work using action methods tends to take the form of modest vignettes rather than

full psychodramas. Perhaps that is because the effects of systemic work come from the gradual

expansion of relevant difference (dif-ferences that make a difference) in follow-up. After initial

change occurs from a psychodramatic intervention, the gap has to be regularly widened by

responding to responses until the change is well in place. Conversely, a failure to check-out on

change usually equals no change.



Responding to Responses

Responding to responses (White, 1986) is a way of expanding differences that make a

difference and therefore, in a Batesonian framework, change. In the second session, the therapist

begins inquiries about the changes, whether positive or negative, that have taken place since the

last meeting. In assuming that there has been change after a session, a therapist is on safe ground,

even though the inquiry may initially be met with a denial of any difference.

Changes will have occurred but may not have been noticed. An unnoticed change has less chance

of survival than a noticed change. It does not matter whether the change has come directly from

the session or not; something will be different in a week or a fortnight. It is on that difference

that the therapist capitalizes. The differences sought are preferably in behavior, but differences in

thinking or feeling suffice. The starting place is irrelevant; anything can be used for leverage. A

change in feeling may have led to one small change in the person's outer life, and that can be

used as a shoehorn for further changes.

Peter, what's different now?.. Have there been occasions in the last few weeks when you

were nearly overwhelmed by those difficulties you demonstrated in your sculpture but

you somehow managed to undermine them?

What was the time you most felt like quitting and going back to trying to make up to your

mother for the loss of her brother and first son? What did you do on that occasion? Who

were you with? Did you say anything? Was there a time when you thought you had at last

got a handle on this thing?



The therapist values but does not simply ask about feeling states that have changed. The bonus is

getting Peter to notice different things he is doing and to ask what new feelings or thoughts

accompany the new ways of acting. Feel-ings, thoughts, actions... any way will do. Responding

to responses is as much part of the subject matter of the therapy as conducting the drama.

Psychodrama is a powerful method that makes it quite easy to get an initial change. The secret is

to get the change to endure.

Level of Intervention

Differences in Time—A Walk Down Memory Lane

By compressing time, many events or sets of relationships can be brought sharply against

each other so that the difference between them can be noted. The memory-lane technique is

useful for occasions when the therapist hypothesizes that the family's difficulty is, at the base, an

overreaction to an ordinary developmental phase. It is a visual and acted analogue for the passing

of time and the changes that have occurred in a given period. To illustrate the tech-nique, I

re-present the Ricardi (not the real name) family (Williams, 1989).

The Ricardi family came to therapy on the advice of their general practitioner. Mrs.

Ricardi was presenting as depressed and having apparently psychosomatic headaches that

were becoming more frequent and more severe. Mr. Ricardi worked in a government

department as a clerical assistant. Their eldest daughter, Daphne, aged 11, and their son,

Simon, were doing quite well at school, but their youngest child, Diana, aged 6, was

highly anxious and reported as refusing to play or interact with other children.



In the first two sessions, Mrs. Ricardi's despair became a major theme. She was

disappointed with her marriage and with her life and was very worried about Diana's fear

and nervousness. After some questioning about the early years of the marriage, the

therapist decided that a kind of moving history that could mark the differences between

those days and these might be useful.

In the next session, the therapist tells the Ricardis that he wants to try an experiment with

them to see if they can make a sort of a film together, depicting their lives. They agree

that that would be an interesting thing to do and indicate a line on the floor to represent

their history from when they met until the present. The therapist sets up three chairs at

certain spots along the line to represent the birth of the three children.

The therapist interviews Mr. and Mrs. Riceardi in role at the beginning of the line. He

asks them when they met, who noticed whom, what they were wearing on the day they

first meet, what their first impressions of each other were, and so on. He leads up to the

time when they were engaged, asking them to take one step forward down the room for

every step that is significant in their relationship.

Whenever they take a step, he interviews them in role once more, assuming that they are

in a different role each time. He always interviews in the present. There are a few steps

between engagement and wedding day, and he interviews each time, spending more time

on the wedding day itself. The couple is now thoroughly warmed up to each other and the

relationship.



The Ricardis step further, representing the first year of the marriage, and jump then to

their third year, the year when they conceive their first child. The process is repeated until

they have passed all three chairs and have all three children.

They are interviewed about what it is like to be a family, what the differences are in their

life, finances, time, and freedom.

People without psychodramatic training can pick up the technique quite well. It is a simple

process, comprising a series of interviews in role. Once the walk has been completed in the

forward direction, with all the anchors in place, it is easy to walk backward in time or to proceed

to the middle and walk forward again or to visit any spot of special significance. One can have

the clients at the end of the lane look back at themselves at a much younger stage, comment on

that stage, or even talk to themselves. One can also have a vignette at any spot on the lane,

although it is important not to be distracted from completing the journey. It seems preferable not

to do therapy as such on the way; the journey is the journey, and telling it and walking it seem to

be a deeply satisfying experience for clients. The two ends of the lane act as bookends,

embracing the history in between. Seeing it there in one piece brings peace.

The lane technique can be extended from the present into the future, and the family or

person can be invited to walk a little further to see what hap-pens. It can have three branches in

the future, representing the family if the problem stays the same, the family if the problem gets

worse, and the family if the problem gets better. An interview-in-role needs to take place at each

of those places.

Mrs. Ricardi revealed that she was most worried about her son, Simon, because he was

changeable in his moods and aggressive at school. She confided to the therapist that her

own father had been diagnosed as manic depressive and that he used to drive around the



suburbs with a shotgun under the front seat. She was afraid that Simon would turn out

like her father. The therapist encouraged her to encounter her son on his 21st birthday and

coached her in role reversal. As Simon, she told Mrs. Ricardi that Simon was fine and

that the mother worried too much.

This simple psychodramatic encounter had a very strong effect on Mrs. Ric-cardi, and she gave

up worrying about Simon.

Externalization

Externalization in narrative therapy has some similarities to psychodrama's

concretization, except that the externalized object remains relatively constant, whereas in

psychodrama, it is more a part of production that is to be visited en passant. Through "relative

influence questioning," the therapist invites people to derive two different descriptions of their

problem. The first is a description of the influence of the problem in their lives, and the second is

a description of the life over the problem. Even if it seems apparent that the problem has

saturated one's life, one can usually find areas to which the problem has not spread. Clients have

to account in some way for the contradictions involved in being problem soaked. Probing the

relative influence of something-alcohol usage, for example—over someone versus the influence

someone has over something is a typical process of strategic work and has been refined by

family therapists such as Penn (1982) and White (1986, 1988, 1989).

The process can be shocking, especially for people who have been brought up on the

language of "owning" or "taking responsibility." The procedure of locating responsibility in the

interpersonal system is not intended to make people more feckless, immature, and irresponsible.



Externalization of a problem is done entirely in the service of creating new descriptions that

allow fresh thinking about the problem.

In a simple form of relative influence externalization, the therapist asks the person

working on the problem what "starves" and what "feeds" the problem.

That language gives the problem a life of its own, external to the person. A process for

externalization may take the following form:

• warming the person up to the problem

• isolating the problem and choosing an auxiliary to portray it

• asking the client whether at the moment the problem is in control or whether he or she is in

control; asking whether the problem has established a trend in recent times and if so, the length

of the trend

• if appropriate, enacting a scene about when the problem first became apparent or enacting a

scene in the present and commenting on the difference between the two scenes

• asking the client to name the behaviors and factors that starve the problem and to choose

auxiliaries for each

• having the client mention the behaviors or factors in his or her life that feed the problem and

select auxiliaries for each

• having the whole system interact, with the client role reversing into each part

• following up in successive sessions to determine which side is winning

Persistent mapping of relative influences can create new descriptions that take clients into

entirely new territory. On one side, the problem's power is mapped, and on the other, the person's

power, even if it is small, is mapped (White, 1989). Therapists assist their clients in identifying

the problem's sphere of influence and facilitate a full problem-saturated description of life in the



social atom. The no-stone-unturned inquiry goes much further into the influence the problem has

on the person's life than the person has ever done.

When the relative influence questioning is conducted in a family, the influence of the problem is

not limited to the individual but is shared by him or her and the various persons and relationships

in the family. Once a description of the problem's sphere of influence has been derived, a second

enactment and description can take place, showing the influence of the client on the life of the

problem. Ordinarily, clients have difficulty with the second type of description and need

encouragement.

Nevertheless, construing one's problem (alcoholism, bedwetting, or marital difficulties)

as outside oneself seems to give one a handle on it. The very charting of the influence of "it"

versus "you" makes the "it" more manage-able. Externalization breaks the problem's mesmeric

hold on the person. People are freer in their perception of events surrounding the problem and

the way it developed a stranglehold on their relationships. On the old map, the problem's sphere

of influence seemed to cover the globe. When the map is redrawn, little bits of the person's own

colors start to spill over, with tiny revolutions and independence movements having some

success. The person's life is no longer so colonized by the problem.

Special Issues and Conclusion

Difficulties of Working With the Whole Family Present

Few family therapists these days consider family therapy to be the only way of working.

It is now more accepted that therapists can make use of family therapy ideas without necessarily

having to convene family meetings in line with earlier clinical models. Therapists are aware that



family therapy stresses context and that the family is only one of the contexts of people in

trouble.

The family needs to be seen in all its contexts, including the pressures brought about by

poverty, gender, race, employment, and social deprivation.

To ask "What's in a name?" is not to imply that there is no difference between therapeutic

modalities or no preferred system of working with different populations. Family consultations

that involve the interaction of children and adults are distinctly different from individual therapy

with adults and from groupwork with a set of clients who are relative strangers to each other.

Families attending therapy are usually concerned with coping with particular problems in their

lives. The family might anticipate attending only one ses-sion, after which the members expect

their problems to be solved or much alleviated. Reimers (cited in Jackson, 1992) found that in

Britain about half the people attending his child guidance clinic did not appreciate the fact that

therapy involved talking.

The production techniques and therapeutic requirements for a whole family attending

therapy present a markedly different set of challenges to a director than those for conducting a

conventional family-of-origin drama in a group of strangers. The family is the group. Moreover,

it is a group whose members are unlikely to sit passively watching or to be obedient auxiliaries

of a member's drama. That is particularly evident when the heat of the drama is directed toward

them or when the protagonist's interpretation of reality differs markedly from the others. An

extended psychodrama with an individual protagonist and with the rest of the family as

auxiliaries is rarely indicated. The production difficulties are too great, and more significant,

such a drama may be therapeutically risky. In a family session, the systemic meanings are more

relevant than individual meanings. Extended therapy with one person could foster the notion that



one member is to blame or that if one member got bet-ter, the rest of the family would no longer

have any problems. Unfortunately, the family may have already been thinking that way for some

time, and that belief may be contributing to the difficulty. When the whole system is present,

each member of the system is a protagonist. Individual psychodramatic interventions need to be

brief and to relate rapidly back to the whole family. Modest action methods, such as some that

have been suggested here, are more appropriate than lengthy psychodramatic interventions.

For therapeutic impact, one does not need the power and rhythms of a classical

psychodrama. The family's presence in itself guarantees as much intensity as one could wish.

Interactions take on a significance commensurate with the importance of the members to each

other. Even the slightest well-timed action method stays alight long after the session is over.

Disappointing Humility of the Narrative Position

The naive position of the narrative psychodramatist can be a disappointment to a

therapist. Adopting a narrative approach suggests that one does not have access to a body of

knowledge that explains clients on a different and superior level to their own experience.

Narrative therapists abandon the idea that their story about the family is more reflective of the

underlying truth about the family than the family's own story about itself.

When one first becomes involved with psychodrama, one may be tempted to think that

the really big drama, the definitive drama, the ultimately salvific drama is hidden, yet fully

formed, and waits to be found and eased into the world by the right midwife-director. The

psychodramatic tradition itself struggles with "the real" and "the role." It plays with the idea that

there is a real self and yet maintains that a self is a set of roles in constant interaction. It plays

with psychodramas themselves as texts about reality and yet also admits that these texts are the



co-constructions of the protagonist, the group, and the director. (That is surely why protagonists

prefer one director over another. With a favored director, they do a different drama, even a

different type of drama, than the one they perform with a less-favored director.) A director does

not merely facilitate a drama; he or she cocreates it. The drama is not "inside," fully formed,

waiting for its liberating sculptor to "find" it. The director is no sculptor, no midwife, but a

parent, adding his or her genes to those of the protagonist in the birth of a narrative.

What, then, is in a name? The illustrations I present in this article have not been taken

from straight psychodramas, nor have they focused on straight family therapy. Rather, I have

explored the fringes-techniques used by family therapists with an action bent and by

psychodramatists influenced by fam-ily-therapy ideas.

Tom, the reader might recall, fits the latter category. His work with Mandy paid off.

Mandy and her daughter Debbie's relationship significantly improved after the group, and soon

afterward, Mandy's son, with whom she also had difficulty, went to live with his father. Mandy

got paid employment, and Debbie is now at a university. Peter, who also worked in a group

setting with his director Trish, did not achieve equal success: His attachment is still weak and he

still has no children. Trish was not a psychodramatist, but she did use action methods. She would

not describe herself as a family therapist, although she worked consistently on family-of-origin

constellations. The lesbian lover of Diedre's mother refused to attend therapy sessions, so

Diedre's therapist not only did not work with the whole system but also only used action methods

in one of the six sessions. Nevertheless, Diedre prospered.

Tania liked to work with whole families and to use action methods when she could, but

Marie's children had refused to come to therapy, saying that it was their mother, not they, who

was crazy. Because of Marie's stress-induced epileptic fits, Tania used action methods sparingly.



Being able to do neither traditional family therapy nor extensive action methods, Tania

nevertheless persisted, forming a consistent relationship with Marie, who kept coming to therapy.

Marie has stopped burning herself, declaring that she preferred to be "self-soothing"

rather than "self-harming" and that she no longer had to tell so many lies about scars that had

sometimes daily appeared on her body. She passed her school exams and evicted her eldest son,

Stefan, and his drug-tak-ing friends. Stefan, who had been violent toward Marie, now lives with

his father. Marie's boundaries with her children have strengthened, and she is no longer prepared

to be abused by them. She is competently sorting out family disputes, one of the more

spectacular of which was disarming her 17-year-old daughter, Denise, of a carving knife when

she was attacking her little sister.

Tania had been working extensively with Marie's feelings of failure and sense of complete

lovelessness. Shortly before the writing of this article, Denise told Marie that she loved her.

When Tania asked, "How did you react to that?" Marie replied,

"She didn't want anything from me, so I knew she meant it.”
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